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Tonya Lutz designs a scrapbook page with 
colored pens, pencils, rubber stamps and 
inks by using a variety of techniques. 
 
 
 

  

 
 

Make me Laugh 
 

 
 
Supplies: 
 
Faber-Castell Design Memory Craft 
 

 Mixed Media Samplers of Blue, Red, Yellow and Green 
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 ART GRIP Aquarelle Watercolor pencils Yellow and Red 

 Gelato blue/green & red/yellow packs 

 PITT Artist pen black, S 

 Graphite pencil & eraser 

 Paint brush 
 
Others: 
 

 12”x12” Yellow Cardstock 

 8.5”x11” Kraft cardstock 

 9”x12” Watercolor paper 

 Unity Stamps 

 Trimmer 

 Circle punches 

 Adhesive 
 
Step-by-step instructions: 
 

1. Die-cut or hand cut or punch four tags from watercolor paper. 
2. On the largest tag, stamp the monkey using the yellow Stamper’s Big Brush from the Mixed Media Sampler. 
3. On the other tags, use the red, blue and green Stamper’s Big Brush respectively as shown. 
4. Cut an 8.5”x8.5” square from kraft cardstock.  Holding it upright, run the dark blue Gelato from the blue-green 

gelato pack along all four edges of the cardstock. 
5. Blend it in working from the edges inward with your fingers. 
6. Use Big Brush to tint strings on tags. 
7. Use Gelatos to edge tags. 
8. Attach 4”x6” photo and the tags around it to the kraft cardstock. 
9. Attach the whole piece to a textured yellow cardstock. 
10. Along the edges of this yellow background cardstock, doodle a simple border with PITT Artist pen black 

Superfine. 
11. Fill in this border with the PITT artist pen, Orange Glaze 113 from the PITT® artist pens: YELLOW pack. 
12. Punch several circles in various sizes from watercolor paper. 
13. Use Gelatos and Aquarelle pencils to color the central part of each circle and lightly blend each with a little water 

and a paintbrush. 
14. Print out hidden journal text on watercolor paper.  Use Aquarelle pencils to color over text.  Use wet paintbrush 

to release color.  Let dry and then cut out in strips.  Tuck behind monkey tag to complete the page. 
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